Interested in having a memorable student term in eastern Finland?

If yes, then come and make the most of your exchange period at Savonia University of Applied Sciences! The studies you complete during your exchange period will be compensated according to the home university’s curriculum and the learning agreement.

Each school of Savonia UAS has appointed an International Coordinator who guides and helps the students in questions concerning going abroad and coming to Savonia University of Applied Sciences.

In addition to other exchange possibilities, there is an excellent opportunity for the students of Health Care to complete their exchange period in Finland at Savonia UAS. At Savonia, we have two modules; WellPro and MultiPro specially designed for the exchange students of Health Care.
Savonia is one of the biggest and most versatile universities of applied sciences in Finland. Our campuses are situated in Kuopio, Iisalmi and Varkaus. There are almost 6 000 students and 450 members of staff at Savonia. Our education is based on the Open Innovation Space (OIS) mindset, which combines studies & research, development and innovation in a working life-oriented environment.

Savonia has higher education partners in over 30 countries. Consequently, active and dynamic student and expert exchange is part of our everyday life, as well as working together with other universities of applied sciences in international projects. In our English fields of studies, our students represent over 20 different nationalities.

Savonia UAS has student exchange partners in Nordic Countries and EU-countries, as well as in Russia, Asia, United States of America and in Africa. We participate, among others, in the following programmes: LLP-ERASMUS, FIRST, TEMPUS, NORDPLUS and NORTH-SOUTH.

www.savonia.fi/eng

WELCOME TO STUDY IN KUOPIO, FINLAND!